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( B ) 1. John: Are you Mr. Lee’s student?  Jason: ___________ 

      (A) Yes, I am her student.  (B) No, I’m not.     (C) Yes, I’m.          (D) No, I am his student. 

( B ) 2. James __________ in his bedroom now. 

      (A) sleeping             (B) is studying      (C) are sleeping        (D) studies 

( D ) 3.選出正確的句子 

      (A) John, stand up please.  (B) Let’s don’t talk.  (C) Don’t please open it.  (D) Please be nice to her. 

( C ) 4. Kelly: Are there any students in the gym?   Amanda: Yes, there are _________. 

      (A) not any              (B) a little          (C) some            (D) a lot of 

( A ) 5. There is a restaurant ________ the bus station and the post office. 

      (A) between             (B) on             (C) along            (D) under 

( C ) 6. Annie: ________ are my pens?   Peter: Aren’t they in your bedroom? 

      (A) Who                (B) How           (C) Where             (D) What 

( D ) 7. Jill: ____________?  Mandy: I am a teacher. 

      (A) What are you doing?   (B) Who are you?    (C) Where are you?    (D) What do you do? 

( B ) 8. George: Were you and Peter at the show last night?   Kevin: __________ 

      (A) Yes, I was.            (B) No, we weren’t.   (C) Yes, I and he were.  (D) Yes, we are. 

( C ) 9. A:______ your father go to work every day?  B:No, he doesn’t go to work every day. 

      (A) Do                  (B) Is               (C) Does              (D) Can 

( B ) 10. A: Can’t Peter and Tom cook?   B: __________ 

      (A) No, he can’t.          (B) Yes, they can.     (C) Yes, they can’t.      (D) No, they can. 

( A ) 11. A: ____________does Peter eat for lunch? He eats a bowl of rice for lunch. 

      (A) How much ice         (B) How many rice    (C) How many rices     (D) How many bowl of rice 

( B ) 12. John ________ late for school. 

      (A) never is              (B) is never           (C) never goes         (D) goes never 

( D ) 13. Neal jogs every morning, ____________. 

      (A) but Jenny does         (B) and I does, too     (C) but I do           (D) and I do, too  

( D ) 14. A: What’s the date today?  B: ___________ 

      (A) It’s Sunday.           (B) It’s on September 7.  (C) It’s on Monday.      (D) It’s September 8. 

( B ) 15. A: How _________apples are there in the kitchen?  B: There _________ in the kitchen. 

      (A) much  ;  are five     (B) many  ;  is one     (C) many  ; are only one (D) much  ;  is one 

( D ) 16. Peter was not at home ___________. 

      (A) two days before        (B) an hour then       (C) ago               (D) at that time 

( A ) 17. Jack doesn’t always brush his teeth after meals. He __________ brushes his teeth after meals. 

      (A) sometimes            (B) usually            (C) always             (D) never 

( A ) 18. ________ are there on the table? 

      (A) How many cups of tea  (B) How much tea      (C) How many cups of teas  (D) How many teas  

( A ) 19. A: _________ the weather like in Kaohsiung yesterday? B: It was hot and sunny. 

      (A) What was             (B) How’s            (C) What’s                (D) How was  

( C ) 20. John always ________ on weekends. 

      (A) play basketball        (B) plays guitar         (C) plays baseball          (D) play the tennis 


